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If there has been any lesson to be learned in the fixed income arena since election day,

it is that, yes, interest rates can go up. There seems to be little doubt fixed income

investors had become increasingly accustomed to the opposite scenario in 2016. In fact,

a question which came up regularly in conversation was: How much lower can the U.S. Trea

sury (UST) 10-Year yield go? Given recent developments, the exact opposite question is

now being asked.

When examining fixed income strategies for 2017, it is important to put the recent run-

up in UST yields in perspective. In our opinion, the post-election movement has brought

UST yields to levels comparable to what was registered roughly a year ago. If you were

Rip Van Winkle and had fallen asleep in November 2015, only to just reawake, you’d

probably be wondering what all the fuss is about. For those of us who were not in a deep

slumber over the last 12 months, we have witnessed firsthand the volatility in Treasury

yields in 2016 and now can’t help but wonder: Where are we going from here?
U.S. Treasury 

At current yield levels, the UST market has essentially “priced out” recessionary and de

flation/disinflation fears and has also removed the flight-to-quality bid. However, the

positive impact on economic growth from potential fiscal stimulus and any attendant

increase in inflation expectations are not currently being reflected. In addition, a

more hawkish Federal Reserve (Fed) rate hike cycle for next year is also not part of the

current pricing mechanism in Treasuries. That leaves investors in a wait-and-see mode

for now, but one could argue that the base case for 2017 is that we will likely see some

form of fiscal stimulus and regulatory relief.

Elevated inflation expectations and actual inflation data will be watched more closely

by the money and bond markets moving forward. The turnaround in energy prices from the

lows witnessed earlier this year should result in higher overall readings in the months

ahead, while the recent upward trend in wages will also need to be monitored. Against

this backdrop, the “breakeven inflation rate,” or the difference between the yield on a

nominal bond (such as the U.S. Treasury 10-Year note) and an inflation-linked, or real

yield bond with the same maturity (such as the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Inflation-Protected

Securities or TIPS), will serve as a useful guide regarding inflation expectations. As

of this writing, this rate has widened to 1.92%, a visible increase from the 1.20% low

printed in February and the highest reading since summer of last year. However, this

reading is still below the 2.04% five-year mean and well below the peak of 2.66% during

that period (see graph).

ConclusionConclusion

With the fixed income landscape being altered post-election, investors should examine

their portfolios to ensure they are prepared for a potential volatile environment for

the remainder of this year and into 2017. If fiscal stimulus, regulatory relief and

additional Fed rate hikes are your base case for 2017, you should consider an approach

to help mitigate potential interest rate risk. The WisdomTree Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bo

nd Zero Duration Fund (AGZD) and the WisdomTree BofA Merrill Lynch High Yield Bond Zero 

Duration Fund (HYZD) are two vehicles investors can utilize to help achieve this goal.

These Funds can be used as a complement to a core fixed income strategy or as stand-
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alones for this approach. 

Unless otherwise noted, data source is Bloomberg, as of 11/22/2016.Unless otherwise noted, data source is Bloomberg, as of 11/22/2016.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Fixed

income investments are subject to interest rate risk; their value will normally decline

as interest rates rise.  The Fund seeks to mitigate interest rate risk by taking short

positions in U.S. Treasuries, but there is no guarantee this will be achieved.

Derivative investments can be volatile and these investments may be less liquid than

other securities, and more sensitive to the effects of varied economic conditions.  

Fixed income investments are also subject to credit risk, the risk that the issuer of a

bond will fail to pay interest and principal in a timely manner, or that negative

perceptions of the issuer’s ability to make such payments will cause the price of that

bond to decline. The Fund may engage in “short sale” transactions of U.S. Treasuries

where losses may be exaggerated, potentially losing more money than the actual cost of

the investment and the third party to the short sale may fail to honor its contract

terms, causing a loss to the Fund.  While the Fund attempts to limit credit and

counterparty exposure, the value of an investment in the Fund may change quickly and

without warning in response to issuer or counterparty defaults and changes in the credit

ratings of the Fund’s portfolio investments.  Investing in mortgage- and asset-backed

securities involves interest rate, credit, valuation, extension and liquidity risks and

the risk that payments on the underlying assets are delayed, prepaid, subordinated or

defaulted on. Due to the investment strategy of certain Fund’s they may make higher

capital gain distributions than other ETFs.  Please read the Fund’s prospectus for

specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Interest ratesInterest rates  : The rate at which interest is paid by a borrower for the use of money.

TreasuryTreasury  : Debt obligation issued by the U.S. government with payments of principal and

interest backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government.

U.S. Treasury BillU.S. Treasury Bill  : A short-term debt obligation backed by the U.S. government with a

maturity of less than one year.

VolatilityVolatility  : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average

level.&nbsp.

RecessionRecession  : two consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth, characterized generally by

a slowing economy and higher unemploymen.

DeflationDeflation  : The opposite of inflation, characterized by falling price levels.

InflationInflation  : Characterized by rising price levels.

HawkishHawkish  : Description used when worries about inflation are the primary concerns in

setting monetary policy decisions.

Federal ReserveFederal Reserve  : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the

United States.

Rate HikeRate Hike  : refers to an increase in the policy rate set by a central bank. In the

U.S., this generally refers to the Federal Funds Target Rate.

Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)  : Bonds issued by the U.S.

government. TIPS provide protection against inflation. The principal of a TIPS increases

with inflation and decreases with deflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index.

When a TIPS matures, you are paid the adjusted principal or original principal,

whichever is greater.
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